Near-lossless image compression-decompression scheme is proposed in this paper using Zipper Transformation (ZT) and inverse zipper transformation (iZT). The proposed ZT exploits the conjugate symmetry property of Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT). The proposed transformation is implemented using two different configurations: the interlacing and concatenating ZT. In order to quantify the efficacy of the proposed transformation, we benchmark with Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) and Fast Walsh Hadamard Transformation (FWHT) in terms of lossless compression capability and computational cost. Numerical simulations show that ZT-based compression algorithm is near-lossless, compresses better, and offers faster implementation than both DCT and FWHT. Also, interlacing and concatenating ZT are shown to yield similar results in most of the test cases considered.
Introduction
Lossless compression scheme is important in many critical application domains such as biomedical image storage, art images, remote sensing, security and defense, just to mention a few [1, 2, 3] . In teleradiological applications, one of the key players for effective diagnosis as well as the treatment is the quality of the image [4] . Since in most medical applications, data is often acquired and stored digitally, therefore, the demand for storage and transmission of multidimensional medical images has sprung up some interests in this knowledge domain [5, 6] . Medical images are often very large in size and number, and any means to compress them can lead to reduction of storage cost and increased transmission throughput since data are often stored on servers and relayed to clients on demand. For instance, a 256 MB is required for a 512 × 512 × 512 16-bit computed tomography (CT) image data [7] . To visualize and analyze this data is mostly computationally inefficient and daunting. The primary objective of compression in medical applications is reducing large volume of data to be stored and transmitted while preserving crucial diagnostic information [7] . Even though the cost of storage and transmission of digital signal has plummeted, however, the demand for lossless compression of medical images is increasing [8] . From a general viewpoint, image compression can be broadly divided into two main categories: lossy and lossless compression. Lossy compression deals with compression schemes that have tolerance for some certain amount of error, that is, the compressed and the decompressed images may not be identical. In contrast, lossless compression encodes all the information from the original image and therefore, the decompressed image is identical to the original image. Lossy compression is sometimes tolerated in some medical applications as long as the necessary and required diagnostic information is preserved in the decompressed image [4, 6, 9, 10] . In medical imaging, lossy compression can sometimes achieve a minute compression before a good percentage of information is dropped. More compression can be achieved if some visible losses can be tolerated for clinical task purposes. There are still a lot of controversies as to what the real life applications of lossy compressions are, especially in the medical domain. One other approach to lossy compression is the machine learning approach where images are encoded with sparse feature representations using neural networks [14, 15, 16] . Generally speaking, lossless compression can be categorized into three broad categories, namely: predictive scheme with statistical modeling, transform based coding and finally, dictionary based coding. The predictive deals with using statistical method to evaluate the differences between pixels and their neighbors, and performed context modeling before coding. Whereas in transform based compression, pixel are transformed using frequency or wavelet transformation before modeling and coding. Dictionary based compression is the third category and it deals with replacing strings of symbols with shorter codes. It must be noted that dictionary based schemes are widely used for text compression [17] . An example of a dictionary based algorithm is the well known ZIP package. Other dictionary based compression algorithms for image data are the Lempel-Ziv-Welsh (LZW), Portable Network Graphics (PNG), Graphics Interchange Format, and so on. A good number of image data compression paradigms have been investigated in recent past. The least squares adaptive prediction scheme was proposed in [18] for lossless compression of natural images and it was shown that the novel scheme improves the computational complexity with negligible performance trade-off. Lossless compression based on adaptive spectral band re-ordering and adaptive backward previous closest neighbors (PCN) algorithms was also proposed in [19, 20] for hyperspectral images, and it was shown that the compression performance was greatly enhanced with the implementation of both the re-ordering of spectral band. The problem of compression in medical applications has also been studied in [21] where different types of compression standards on grayscale medical images were compared by highlighting the pros and cons of various compression methods. In [1] , problems of video compression were addressed taking cognizance of the temporary spectral information. Also in [22] , the possibility of using 3-D versions of the lossless JPEG spatial predictors was considered and the likelihood of using best predictor to encode the present frame was investigated. The spectral redundancy was also exploited by implementing the best predictor from one spectral component to another spectral component. It can be inferred from [22] that pixels in a given neighborhood are concurrent in adjoining color bands. To improve on this, a different predictor for interband correlation was proposed in [23] . In [24] , a simple context predictive scheme was also proposed where either intraframe or interframe coding is selected based on temporal and spatial variations, and the prediction of the current pixel was then computed. A good number of predictors were considered taking cognizance of the spatial redundancy. In addition, a variation of singular value decomposition (SVD) based image compression was proposed in [25] which is an extension on the conventional SVD-based compression. Image data was first preprocessed using data independent permutation prior to computing SVD, and in the reconstruction algorithm, inverse permutation was used to post-process the output of the conventional SVD-based decompression algorithm. Many compression algorithms have been proposed for a wide range of imaging domains such as DNA microarray images [26] and multimedia image data [27] . Improving the lossless compression of images with sparse histogram was addressed in [29] and its robustness was shown on other types of images. Both lossy and lossless compression was investigated in a unified framework and a new cost effective coding strategy was proposed to enhance the coding efficiency. A motion-JPEG-LS based lossless scheme was also proposed in [8] and the work only explores high enough correlation between adjacent image frames in order to avoid possible coding loss and abrupt high computational cost. Wavelet-based lossy to lossless compression methods have also been addressed for ECG [30] and for volumetric medical images [31] . Lossless digital audio compression scheme was addressed in [32] . The main contribution of this paper is to propose new near-lossless compression heuristics and benchmark their performance with DCT and FWHT-based compression paradigms in term of computational complexity and compression ratio. The algorithms have been implemented taking into consideration the three important figure-of-merit namely: the compression efficiency, easiness of use, and speed of computation. The design requires no complicated parameter selection nor special digital signal processing hardware add-on. This paper considerably expands the scope of the ZT first introduced in [33] by: (i) proposing new interlacing ZT (ii) showing the performance similarity between interlacing and concatenating ZT, and lastly (iii) generalizing the proposed compression scheme to N-dimensional data. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the implementation of the zipper, inverse zipper transformation; section 3 presents the N-dimensional zipper transformation and zipper-based Huffman coding and section 4 discusses the experimental designs and presents the results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5.
Zipper Transformation
The main idea in this transformation is to first implement Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) on the input array. For image data, it must be noted that DFT extracts the frequency component of each pixel. For a given set of real valued discrete samples f (n), the DFT is given as:
where
The inverse DFT is given by:
The output of DFT is a set of complex numbers having a property known as the conjugate symmetry. ZT exploits the conjugate symmetry property of DFT. After the deployment of DFT, the spatial representation is translated into the frequency domain representation. The complex elements of the vector in the upper half of the symmetry is extracted and examined for spectral dependencies. In this paper, ZT is implemented using two different heuristics namely: the interlacing and the In fact, the interlacing zipping operation is abstracted from the way two separate entities can be fastened and tightened with a zipping tool. In the case of interlacing-ZT, the imaginary parts of the complex numbers in the upper half of the symmetry are stripped off and interlaced with their corresponding real counterparts. In this configuration, the structural arrangement of the imaginary parts and real part guides against arbitrary variation of pixel intensities in the spatial domain. In the concatenating ZT (or simply ZT) on the other hand, the imaginary parts of the complex numbers in the upper half of the symmetry are stripped off and concatenated with their corresponding real counterparts. It is noted that this transformation is near-lossless. Also, the two-dimensional zipper transformation is implemented as a two 1D ZT in sequence by first performing a 1D ZT on columns and then doing another 1D ZT on rows. This procedure is reversed in the inverse zipper transformation. Fig. 1 illustrates the zipper and inverse-zipper transformations and Fig. 2 illustrates the implementation of interlacing-zipper and inverse-interlacing-zipper transformations using a 10×1 vector. It is remarked that the number of elements in the vector before ZT stays the same after the transformation, that is, ZT preserves the dimensionality of the input data. For images, the input vector illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 is the columns or rows of the multidimensional array representing the image of interest. 
Lossless Image Transformation and Coding
In this section, the pixel intensities of image data are transformed using the ZT and the output is encoded using efficient coding scheme. The basic idea of this approach is to obtain a different distribution in the transformed domain that could make symbol coding more efficient. By virtue of this transformation, the transformed image has a lower entropy, and hence, coding scheme such as Huffman coding is able to encode this stream of data with codewords of variable length. At the receiving end, the decoder can then use the encoded information and a lookup table (or dictionary) to retrieve the information back. It is worthy to know that these encoding and decoding operations must also be lossless [35] . It is remarked that other efficient coders such as Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) algorithm can also be used in place of Huffman coding. The inverse zipper transformation can then be utilized to recover the original image with no loss incurred. The schematic of the whole process is as shown in 
Huffman Coding
This method was proposed in 1952 by David Huffman to compress data by reducing the amount of bits necessary to represent a string of symbols. The Huffman coding technique is a commonly used scheme for data compression because it is very simple and efficient. It uses the statistical information about the distribution of the data to be encoded. Besides, an identical coding table is used in both the encoder and the decoder. Huffman coding use codewords with variable length, and with shortest codewords for most frequently used characters. The flowchart of the Huffman coding is given below in Fig 5. More formally, for a discrete random variable X with underlying finite set with n elements Figure 5 : Huffman Coding Flowchart such that X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n }. Given that the probability of the i th element P (x i ) is denoted as p i , then entropy of X is calculated as:
Also, let {0, 1} * be finite binary codewords of arbitrary length and g : X → {0, 1} * then average bit length of codeword is given as:
where l j is the length of g(x j ). That is, function g associates a binary codeword of some length l j to x j . that 3D images can be viewed as time sequence of radiographic images or volume of tomographic slice image of a static object or tomographic slice images of a dynamic object [4, 36] . The 3-D images considered in this work can be visualized as a stack of 2D image slices of a progressive variation of static object. In a way, 3D medical image data is abstracted as a 3D rectangular block of voxels, where each voxel has its assigned value [4] . The 3-D medical image data samples considered in this paper are: scan 1 [37] , scan 2 is a 3D MRI image of the circle of willis and other cerebral arteries [38] , and scan 3 is the axial T2-weighted MR image of a normal brain at the level of the lateral ventricles. These images are shown in Fig. 7a, b , and c respectively. In the second set of experiments, dataset 2 in Fig. 7 were utilized. In the last set of experiments, dataset 3 in Fig. 8 which comprises of popular benchmark images are used to show the effectiveness of the proposed heuristics. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

Dataset
Experimental Design
The experiments were performed in MATLAB environment and we report the standard metrics: the compression ratio (CR) and the running time in (seconds) evaluated on a machine with Intel(r) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40Ghz and a 64GB of RAM running a 64-bit Windows 10 Enterprise edition. The compression ratio (CR) is an important criterion in choosing a compression scheme. This criterion is used to compare different compression paradigms, and is defined as:
Original file size Compressed file size (6) In order to benchmark the proposed scheme with other methods, we also implemented DCT and FWHT-based compression algorithms. We also utilized the running time to compare the proposed method with those of DCT and FWHT. In this work, we define the running time as the time elapsed between the zipper transformation and the inverse transformation including Huffman coding and decoding as shown in Fig. 4 . The MATLAB implementation of these algorithms can be downloaded from https://github.com/babajide07/Zipper-Transformation. Experiment 1. The objective of this experiment was to demonstrate the effectiveness of Experiment 2. This experiment aimed to compare the proposed compression scheme with two existing schemes using multi-dimensional images. Dataset 2 in Fig. 7 and dataset 3 in Fig. 8 were used to benchmark the proposed with other schemes.
Experimental Results and Discussion
running time than DCT, however as the block size increases, performance of ZT became more pronounced.
In the last set of experiments, we evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithm on popular color image collection tagged in this paper as Dataset 3 and the performance is compared with those of DCT and FWHT. It is remarked that ZT-based algorithm outperforms its counterpart on the average in terms of compression ratio and algorithmic running time (in seconds) for all the four color images in this particular dataset as shown in Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. Also, Tables 4 and  3 respectively give the synopsis of the average length of the codewords and average entropy of the compressed version of the images in Dataset3 using ZT, DCT, and FWHT. Once again, the most efficient of the three methods is highlighted in bold fonts. There is strong correlation between the average codeword and average entropy for all the three heuristics as inferred in Tables 3 and 4 . Again, the disparity between the average length of the codeword and the entropy is least in ZT-based algorithms in comparison with DCT and FWHT-based methods. Furthermore, the average length and entropy for zipper-based transforms is less than those of DCT and FWHT for almost all the block sizes tested. 
Conclusion
The new lossless compression scheme proposed in this paper is implemented in two stages -the zipper transformation stage and the Huffman coding stage. It was shown that the proposed scheme has the capability of reducing the Huffman coding table while improving the compression ratio. From the experimental results, it is shown that the proposed methods outperform the DCT and FWHT-based methods in compressing image data. In other words, the proposed method indeed serves well as an efficient and effective scheme for lossless image compression. Hence we show that using zipper transform based algorithm, a better compression can be achieved. The proposed algorithms also outperform both DCT and FWHT-based algorithms in terms of implementation time. 
